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Editorial
Welcome to the June edition of the magazine.
A full magazine this month. Thanks to Pash for a report and results from the Jedi, Mark writes about
his driving experience at Brands Hatch and Francis reports on the, very recent, David Roscoe
Memorial Dimanche Tour complete with some pictures. We also have a lovely pair of recollections
from Stuart Turner about David Roscoe.
We also continue with the publication on the website of the very early newsletters, hope you are
finding them interesting! Also we continue find extracts extracts from the slide collection!
With the magazine being this full you are saved from pages of pictures from Robert!
Any reports, anecdotes and articles always gratefully received.
Annette & Robert Clayson

Recollections
Last month’s issue of the Magazine prompted a couple of emails from Stuart Turner with a pair of
anecdotes about David Roscoe.
“When I moved to Castrol as Deputy Publicity Manager after leaving BMC Comps, they said 'you'd better learn a
bit about the advertising business before you become Manager in 6 months when the present guy retires. They gave
me the address of their ad agency and told me to go and spend a few months there. My contact ? David Roscoe. You
can imagine what an enjoyable time that was!”
“Also when I moved to Castrol, my wife and I bought a plot nearer London and lived in a caravan on it while the
house was built. When I mentioned to David that one or two eyebrows had been raised at a caravan in a fairly posh
area, he found a solution - thro' his contacts he arranged for me to borrow a Rolls for a few days.
That parked by the caravan kept eyebrows firmly in place…"
In Tune
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Social Calendar

Competition

June

June

11th Clubnight - The Fox at Fox Corner,
Worplesdon, Guildford GU3 3PP

8/9 Abingdon Carnival (Craven, FDMC and
Sutton and Cheam)

18th Committee

14 Southsea MC - Summer Moon
Beginners 12 car

25th Pubnight - The Seahorse 52-54 The Street
Shalford GU4 8BU
Goodwood Events - June

21 Basingstoke MC - Scotty Totty 12 Car
More on the website

2nd Breakfast Club
15th Classic Alfa

GMC Events 2019
22nd February Rapscallion 12 Car
3rd May Jedi 12 Car
19th May Touring Assembly

22-23rd Players Classic (ticketed)
Brooklands Events - June
15-16th Double Twelve Motorsport Festival
30th Brooklands Motorcycle Festival

GMC Goodies
The following GMC Goodies are available from Mark
Feeney, just phone him or speak to him at Clubnights
Car Badges (Enamel)

£30.00

Windscreen Sticker

£1.50

Club Badge (Self
Adhesive)

£1.00

GMC Leather Key Ring

£1.50

GMC Mugs

£2.00

GMC Polo Shirts (White)

£15.00

GMC Sweat Shirts (Green)

£20.00

Romers, Clear or White
plastic

£6.00

GMC Ice Scrapers

£2.00

GMC Pens

Full Membership

£15.00

Family Membership

£20.00

Associate Membership

£2.50

Pro-rata Membership for new members joining
after 1st July
Full Membership
Family Membership

£7.50
£10.00

Website and Social Media

3 for a £1.00

Contact Information
Follow this link for our contact information.
In Tune

Membership Fees

Website: www.guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
facebook: www.facebook.com/guildfordmotorclub
instagram: https://www.instagram.com/
guildfordmotorclub
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Our Latest Clothing
We have arranged with Lavant Workwear in Midhurst to produce clothing
with our badge on. If you go to their website you can see all the items of
clothing you can have the badge added to. Fleeces, sweatshirts, polo shirts,
caps a very wide range indeed. Due
to the complexity of our badge £12
has to be added on to prices quoted on the website.
Look on the website and let us know what you would like;
style, colour and size. We will handle the ordering.
http://www.lavantworkwear.co.uk

Archive Copies of the Bulletin
We have been lent a number of very early
copies of the Guildford Motor Club Bulletin by
the family of David Roscoe. These are being
scanned in over the next few months.
To make them easier to read they will be
published on the website and you can access
them by clicking on the following link.
The next edition iOS from January 1954
You can read it here!

The Jedi Navigational 12 Car 2019

The dust has settled after the 2019 edition of The Jedi Navigational 12 Car Rally, and it
seemed to have gone down well with all concerned.
We had 11 crews take part in the end, which was the only real negative from the event, with
one crew pulling out a couple of days beforehand from what would otherwise have been a full
entry. 9 crews got around without incident and within OTL and we got a result to boot.
Everybody seem to enjoy the event that took part, as either competitors or Marshals, apart
from a couple of ladies en route that seemed to think we were all doing something wrong or

In Tune
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indeed illegal. We shall give them a wide berth for next year and the RLO’s of Surrey, Sussex
and Hampshire (Matt Fowle and Mike Hall) appear to be happy enough with that.
The rest of the 60 mile (ish) route went oﬀ without incident all on the lovely roads of
Hampshire all on map 186, covered by 10 Standards sections with straightforward navigation
in each of the little brown envelopes.
So, this year’s “Jedi Knights” were Sterling Ernstzen / Matt Clark, whom were clean, receiving
the bespoke winners trophies. They were 1 minute clear of Ian Donaldson / Peter Rushforth
and Colin Woodhouse / Roger Davidson, only separated by the furthest cleanest ruling. Roy
Cuthbert and Steve Partridge won the novice class in their Rover 25 in 8th overall.
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Guildford Motor Club - The Jedi Navigational 12 Car - May the Third 2019 - RESULTS
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Many thanks, as always, to all the Marshals, without who’s help the event could not have run,
they are (in no particular order): Simon’s May and Taylor - Equipment car.

Graham & Sharron Skingle - MTC1 & TC7

Bill Stewart and Daryl Ambrose - TC’s 2&8

Bob & Jan Bridges and Angie Coupe - TC’s
3&9

Mark Feeney & Francis Carlise-Kitz -TC4 + 18
codeboards collected

Paul & Vanessa Alderton - TC5

Steve Allen and Brian Barton - TC6

Bill Mexson and Chris Poole - TC10

Jon Marlow - Chief Marshal, Car zero & MTC11

Mike Hall - RLO

Pash.

In Tune
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My afternoon driving super cars at Brands
Last year, I suﬀered a significant birthday. I don’t know where it came from, it must have
snuck up on me when I wasn’t looking.
Luckily for me, the kids had seen it coming and, surprisingly for them, they got together and
planned a decent present for me. Knowing how miﬀed I was at having to sell the TR due to
the impending MSA change in the regs, and in an eﬀort to fill the void left in my petrol
fuelled life, they bought me a Supercar driving experience at a track of my choice.
When I phoned up to organise the date and place, I selected Brands Hatch on May 8th – the
track would be dry and with a decent track temperature the tyres should be nice and sticky. I
also had to choose the cars I wanted to drive from the long list of quite decent cars that was
read out. I didn’t fancy an Audi nor BMW and a Datsun GT-R, so I went for an Arial Atom,
Aston Martin DB9, Lamborghini Gallardo, Ferrari F430, and finished oﬀ with a McLaren
570S.
It turned out that my choice of date was a bit of a miscalculation. The drive around the M25
to Kent was done in constant torrential rain of near biblical proportions. It was hammering
down. My driving session wasn’t until 14:00, so I was hoping it might ease oﬀ a bit before
then.
Sure enough, by the time we got to Brands most of the rain had passed and looking at the
track, there was a bit of a dry line appearing. It may have been better if everyone was on the
same line, but these were not racing drivers and if there were 20 drivers on the track, there
were 20 diﬀerent lines being taken.
After a quick drivers briefing, we were given our track times. Mine started at 14:00 and the
Atom was first. I walked across the pit lane and the Atom looked very well used. It had
obviously had a hard life and was quite tatty. Having been buckled in, the instructor went
through the hand signals he was going to use. Hand Signals – blimey, I haven’t used those
since my driving test in 1976. Necessary though, as I couldn’t hear a word he said over the
engine and wind noise.
Due to the damp track I was told to use 2nd gear to get out of the pit lane and onto the track
then put it in 5th and leave it there. Hardly the thrill I was expecting, but this was a driving
experience day and not a track day. Still, I got it going fairly rapidly – well it felt rapid to me.
The organisers used a chicane on the start/finish straight to slow the cars and keep them to
the left when going past the pit exit. A little too much confidence and not enough talent saw
me lock the front brakes on the still damp tarmac. I didn’t notice the instructor go pale, but
his voice got a bit squeaky, as he suggested I come oﬀ the brakes and try again. It was a shame
really as I’m sure the Atom on a dry track would have been much better. At least I had a few
more cars to try though.

In Tune
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Next up was the Aston Martin DB9. A big heavy lump of a car, not dissimilar to my Jag, but
with about three times the power. Coming out of the Druids Hairpin and on the power, the
car wanted to drift to the left. The instructor had told me to expect this, so using the full
width of the track we made a fairly brisk exit and oﬀ down the hill to Graham Hill bend. I
didn’t feel that much like James Bond when driving it, but then I wasn’t smoking the tyres
every time I hit the accelerator.
The third car was the one I was looking forward to the most. Ever since I was a young
teenager (only a few years ago), I’d admired Lamborghini’s. I was a bit young for the Miura,
but the Countach did it for me, so the prospect of driving the 5 litre, V10 Lamborghini
Gallardo was going to be the highlight of the day.
Imagine my disappointment when I got in. I’d heard that the driving position is a ‘bit
unusual’, but it felt like the pedals were both to the left of the steering wheel line and the
footwell was only designed to take little Italian Gucci shoes, on little Italian feet. And when I
did manage to get my size 11 on to the brake pedal, it was like a switch. Either on or oﬀ and
not much in-between. It was awful. Apparently, the left-hand drive ones are much better.
But for me, a 45-year dream turned out to be a bit of a scary nightmare.
Because of my previous love for Lamborghini’s, the next car was chosen to compare the two
makes and confirm that I was right in my manufacturer prejudice.
The Ferrari F430 is a V8 4.3 litre putting out 480 odd horse power. Why couldn’t I get that
from the 4 litre Rover V8 in my TR7? Must be the extra 0.3 litre and they are, of course,
Italian horses, not American ones.
What a diﬀerence. The driving position was much more natural, with everything in the right
place. OK the handbrake was hanging oﬀ, but who uses those on a race track? The gear
change, which on all of the cars, except that of the Atom, was a paddle change. The Ferrari’s
was so much more responsive, the Lambo had a delay which was a bit unnerving, whereas the
Ferrari was instant. The car was much more controllable when it changed gear where you
expected it, and not half way round the bend you were changing gear for, as the Gallardo did.
So far, of the rear engine sports cars, the Ferrari was way out in front. Would the last car be
able to topple it?
The McLaren has even less capacity at 3.8 litres, but thanks to a couple of turbos, puts out
considerably more power than either the Lambo or the Ferrari, at 562 BHP. And, don’t forget,
these are proper, British Horses.
That, and the fact that the car features plenty of Carbon Fibre means that 0 to 60 can be
done in under 3.5 seconds. Not that I was going to be allowed to try it. This was by far the
best car I drove on the day. Everything worked as it should. The only thing I would gripe
about in this £143,000 car, is that the gear change paddles are attached to the steering column
and not the steering wheel. Meaning you have to remember to go back to the ‘quarter to
In Tune
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three’ position to change gear. That said, it was easy enough to just flick the paddle with a
finger to change ratios.
Out of the pit lane and accelerating down Paddock Hill was superb, it really did take oﬀ
quicker than a cat with its arse on fire. It changed gear super quick, the instant the paddle
was flicked, and turned in as if it were on rails. All day, I’d had the tendency to turn into
Surtees a bit too early, which made me slow through McLaren and on into Clearways. I made
a conscious eﬀort to correct this with the 570S. The result was getting on the power much
earlier onto the Brabham straight and the car howled past the pit lane entrance.
Yeah, I could get to like driving a McLaren. All too soon the instructor told me I’d had my 5
laps and to pull into the pits. I tried to pretend I hadn’t heard him and go for another lap. But
I was driving a proper British sports car and it was only sporting that I came in.
So that was it, a significant birthday present for a significant birthday.
Would I go again? Yes I would. But I’d drop the Atom and maybe try a diﬀerent Lambo, just
to make sure. But one thing is for certain, I’d make sure I got 5 laps in the McLaren again.
Mark.

David Roscoe Memorial Dimanche Tour
The embryonic notion of a Guildford Motor Club Touring Assembly was conceived more
than a year ago. It had plenty of time to germinate as a suitable date could not be found in
2018!
Despite this overdue dilemma, a route in the Hampshire countryside was chosen and a first
draft Road Book printed.
The event was then nursed through the next few months, kept alive and thriving through
constant mention and consideration at committee level.
Eventually gestation was
complete and a suitable birth
date evolved.
By Sunday, 19th May, 2019 the
event had been christened the
‘David Roscoe Memorial
Dimanche Tour’. The name
honours one of the founder
members of Guildford Motor
Club who was a powerful force
in the club for many years. He
brought in, during the first
In Tune
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months of the club’s emergence, such
enormous figures in motor sport as Mike
Hawthorn, who became the first British
World Champion in the history of Grand
Prix racing, and Roy Salvadori, another fine
racing driver and motor sport participant.
David Roscoe was, throughout his life, hugely
enthusiastic about motor sport and was
personally involved in racing and various
other events.

Signing on table

Signing on began at 9.30 at The Bushe Cafe
car park at Blackbushe Airport. By this time
13 cars and crews had signed up to take part;
amongst ten were two beautifully presented
Triumph TR 3’s, one of which was crewed by
Hamish Roscoe, one of David Roscoe’s sons,
and his wife Suzie. This car, in continuing
family tradition, is prepared for competition
Hamish and Susie Roscoe with Miles Alexander
as sounds wonderfully throaty. Guildford
and Linda Anderson
Motor Club Supremo, Mark Feeney was
ready in his 1967 Sunbeam Alpine Holbay,
which was finally running properly, Robert Clayson’s lovely Mini Cooper looked as if it had
just rolled out of the showroom. Other Beauties included a Lancia Fulvia, a Mark 1 Mini, a
scrumptious creamy white Aristocat Jag XK140 replica crewed by its builder Ian Bale and his
wife Rebecca.

Bob and Jacqui Wardle

Derek and Margaret Hall

An immaculate Snowberry White NG and a concourse, hardly-ever-driven Triumph Stag,
were more of the gems which surrounded Matilda, the very patinated Ford Classic 315 whose
mascot-adorned bonnet acted as a signing-in table. There were also some more modern cars
onto which their crews attached the impressive rally plates before the cavalcade set oﬀ at two
minute intervals after 10 o’clock.
In Tune
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Matilda opened the route followed by the Roscoe TR. Twenty four miles and about an hours
driving through some classic country roads taking in Greywell, North Warnborough, Upton
Grey and South Warnborough
brought the cars and crews to the
car park at Lasham Airfield. The
sun was out, all soft tops had
been stowed and fine coﬀee and
cakes were the order of the day
sitting outside the excellent and
inviting cafe.
Once refreshed Matilda was away
and the cavalcade followed in
their own time and order.
Ken and Margaret Hunter
Through Four Marks, Gilbert
White’s Selborne, forgotten
places like Greatham Village full of pinch points, then, after some 28 miles and an hour’s
entertaining navigation and driving saw the cars, one by one, halt at the junction in Churt.
The rendezvous at The Bel and Dragon was inundated with people and parked cars, so the
touring cavalcade were individually directed to Tilford where parking around The Green was
more plentiful and The Barley Mow, Mike Hawthorn’s chosen local, is adjacent.
It was on The Green that the crews gathered to
witness the presentation of The Trophy. This is a
handsome and appropriately inscribed shield gifted
by the Roscoe Family and presented by Hamish
Roscoe. He first spoke movingly about his father’s
love of motor sport and his lifelong enthusiasm for
Guildford Motor Club before explaining his choice
of winner of the trophy. Since all crews involved had
shown ‘the spirit of participation’, the decision was
to choose the car which would have appealed most
to David Roscoe. The Sunbeam Alpine of Mark
Feeney was the choice and there was universal
approval of the decision.
After much chat and laughter, beers and food for
some, following a thoroughly enjoyable day of
motor sport and promises all round to meet again
for the same event next year, the gathering
dispersed.

In Tune
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Graham and Sharron Skingle

Ian and Rebecca Bale

Recognising the evident success of this year’s
event, Guildford Motor Club intends to run
the event again next year, perhaps opening it
out to a wider audience and even making the
route a little longer.
So, look out for the next ‘David Roscoe
Memorial Dimanche Tour’ in mid May 2020!
Francis

Steve and May Cole

From the Slide Collection
A pair of pictures
from 1968. They
were taken at
Montlhéry just
outside Paris. On
the left we have
there type 35
Bugattis lined up against the pits. Then there
is a view of the main straight and the banking
in the background.
In Tune
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